The development of mobile virtual network operators, where multiple wireless technologies (e.g. 3G and 4G) or operators with non-overlapping bandwidths are pooled and shared is expected to provide enhanced service with broader coverage, without incurring additional infrastructure cost. However, their emergence poses an unsolved question on how to harness such a technology and bandwidth diversity. This paper addresses one of the simplest questions in this class, namely, the issue of associating each mobile to one of those bandwidths. Intriguingly, this association issue is intrinsically distinct from those in traditional networks. We first propose a generic stochastic geometry model lending itself to analyzing a wide class of association policies exploiting various information on the network topology, e.g. received pilot powers and fading values. This model firstly paves the way for tailoring and designing an optimal association scheme to maximize any performance metric of interest (such as the probability of coverage) subject to the information known about the network. In this class of optimal association, we prove a result that the performance improves as the information known about the network increases. Secondly, this model is used to quantify the performance of any arbitrary association policy and not just the optimal association policy. We propose a simple policy called the Max-Ratio which is not-parametric, i.e. it dispenses with the statistical knowledge of base station deployments commonly used in stochastic geometry models. We also prove that this simple policy is optimal in a certain limiting regime of the wireless environment. Our analytical results are combined with simulations to compare these policies with basic schemes, which provide insights into (i) a practical compromise between performance gain and cost of estimating information and; (ii) the selection of association schemes under environments with different propagation models, i.e. path-loss exponents.
I. INTRODUCTION
In traditional operated mobile networks, each user (mobile) is obliged to subscribe to a particular operator and has access to the base stations owned by the operator (or to Wi-Fi access points administered by the operator). A new paradigm known as mobile virtual network operators (MVNO) is currently reshaping the wireless service industry. The idea is to provide higher service quality and connectivity by pooling and sharing the infrastructure of multiple wireless networks. A recent remarkable entrant such as Google is testing the water in the US market under the name of "Project Fi", whose main feature is improved coverage provided through outsourcing infrastructure from its partners, T-Mobile, Sprint and their Wi-Fi networks. In the meantime, the European Commission has been ruling favorably for MVNOs since 2006, so as to make the European wireless market more competitive [1] , thereby facilitating investment in MVNOs in Europe. These virtual operators can take advantage of the hitherto impossibility to cherry-pick different network operators which use separate bandwidths, and even different wireless access technologies, for improvement of user experience. It is reported [2] that the market share of these operators, especially in mature markets, ranged from 10% (UK and USA) to 40% (Germany and Netherlands) as of 2014. However, these unprecedented diversities in terms of bandwidths and wireless technologies raise a challenging question on how to harness them in largescale wireless networks.
In the rest of the paper, we use the terminology "technology diversity" to refer to (i) several networks operated on orthogonal bandwidths and (ii) different cellular technologies (e.g. 3G and 4G), both of which can be shared by MVNOs. Notably, the de facto standard association policy in existing wireless networks consists in associating each user equipment (UE) with the nearest base station (BS) or access point where one typical aim is to maximize the likelihood of being covered or connected. One of the main points of the present paper is that this is no longer optimal in these emerging virtual networks, as further discussed in Section I-A. The subtle distinction arising from technology diversity is illustrated in Fig. 1 , where r A 1 and r A 2 (respectively, r B 1 and r B 2 ) denote the distances to the nearest and second-nearest BSs of technology A (respectively, technology B) from the UE located at the origin. Also, we assume that r A 1 < r B 1 , i.e. the nearest BS of technology A is the nearest to the UE, and there are only four BSs as shown in Fig. 1 , which are identical except that they operate on different technologies (i.e. non-overlapping bandwidths). In the single technology case (A = B), the UE can simply associate with the BS at r A 1 . However, if A = B, e.g. the two technologies operate on different bandwidths, the locations of the strongest interferers, r A 2 and r B 2 (the second-nearest BSs), may overturn the choice of technology A when the strongest interferer of technology B is much farther from the UE than that of technology A, i.e. r B 2 r A 2 , thus boosting the signal-to-noise-ratio (SINR) of technology B. In light of this example, optimal association in such networks requires sophisticated policies adaptively exploiting available information.
We can further generalize the above example and envisage a practical scenario where each UE can obtain the information about several received pilot signals of nearby BSs, as in 3G and 4G cellular networks, which can be translated into a vector of distances. In this paper, we are interested in investigating the following question. Q: How much performance gain is achievable theoretically by tailoring the association policy and how much of it can we achieve in practice by exploiting available information?
Main Contributions: To tackle this association problem, we propose a stochastic geometry model of multi-technology wireless networks which partly builds upon [3] . This leads to a generic analytical framework lending itself to associating UEs to BSs in such a way that various performance metrics are optimized in the presence of the diversities alluded to above, and for various degrees of available information at the UE. In theoretical terms, the proposed framework paves the way for structural results on the partial ordering of optimal policy performance (see Section III) and a methodology for quantifying the performance of various association policies in a mathematically tractable manner. From the practical viewpoint, the results provide a mathematical edifice not only replacing exhaustive simulations but also usable for instance to analyze parsimonious association scheme, such as the maxratio algorithm defined in the paper. We also prove asymptotic optimality of this pragmatic policy, which uses only the distances to the nearest and second-nearest BSs. Remarkably, all association schemes discussed in this work are underpinned by a user-centric approach leveraging the information about the network that is typically available at each UE in existing networks, thereby dispensing with any need for centralized coordination.
In the rest of the paper, after discussing the specificity of our problem with respect to previous work, we describe the notion of information exploited for the association in Sections II and III in order to characterize optimal association policies which in turn ameliorate performance indices, which are founded upon an underlying stochastic model of BSs and diverse types of information including fading values and distances to the BSs across different technologies. After establishing the optimality of the max-ratio algorithm under a limiting regime and deriving a versatile formula for computation of resulting performance in Sections IV and V, we derive tractable expressions for performance metrics of several association schemes and evaluate them in Sections VI and VII. Proofs for all the results are deferred to the appendix of the full paper [4] .
A. Related Work
The policy of associating each UE to the nearest BS or the BS with the strongest received power has been taken for granted in the vast literature on cell association. This is for instance the case in the stochastic geometry model of cellular networks [3] . The rationale is clear. This leads to the highest connectivity for each UE to choose the nearest BS unless it is possible to exploit the time-varying fading information, which is often unavailable in practice. Even with the recent emergence of heterogeneous wireless networks, also called HetNet, the rule is still valid in terms of coverage probability. That is, a UE is more likely to be covered if it associates with a BS whose received long-term transmission power (called pilot power) is the strongest. A stochastic geometry model to exploit this heterogeneous transmission powers of BSs belonging to multiple tiers in HetNets along with fading information has been investigated in [5] .
However, from the perspective of load balancing between cells, the rule is invalid in general because each UE might be better off with a lightly-loaded cell rather than heavilyloaded one irrespective of the distances to them. In particular, in HetNet scenarios, it is important to distribute UEs to macro-cells and micro-cells so that they are equally loaded. The optimal association in the HetNet setting is inherently computationally infeasible, i.e. NP-Hard, whereas the potential gains from load-aware association schemes are much higher [6] . To tackle this problem, a few approximate or heuristic algorithms were proposed based on convex relaxations [6] , [7] and non-cooperative and evolutionary games [8] , [9] . Most of these algorithms are iterative in nature, requiring many rounds of messaging between UEs and BSs for their convergence.
It must be stressed that the multiple technology setting studied here is a largely unexplored territory where the validity of the standard rule to associate with the nearest BS is undermined, which is unprecedented in the literature as exemplified in Fig. 1 . Lastly, while there have been considerable work adopting stochastic geometry models for analyzing given algorithms in large wireless networks, our work is a radical turnaround in the way of harnessing the model: we investigate new opportunities to tailor and design such algorithms to optimize the performance.
II. STOCHASTIC NETWORK MODEL
In this paper, we consider adapting association schemes to ameliorate any performance metric in a downlink cellular network that is a function of the SINR received at a single typical UE. To this aim, we first describe a generic stochastic model of the network and define the general performance metric that is induced by an association policy of the UE of interest, which are assumed to be decoupled from those of other UEs. 1 Note that we retain our stochastic network model in the most generic form for easier mathematical manoeuvrability of key results in Section III, which in fact holds for for a large class of point processes (PPs). For instance, the information structure F I is simplified later in Section V.
A. Network Model
We consider T different technologies where T is finite. The BS locations of technology i ∈ [1, T ] are assumed to be a realization of a homogeneous Poisson-Point Process (PPP) φ i on R 2 of intensity λ i independent of other PPPs. The typical user, from whose perspective we perform the analysis, is
Performance function when associated with technology i F I Information available at the typical UE
The technology chosen by an association policy R π I Average performance of association policy π with F I R π * I Average performance of optimal policy π * with F I   TABLE I  TABLE OF NOTATION assumed to be located at the origin, without loss of generality. Denote by r i j ∈ R + the distance to the jth closest point of φ i to the origin, or equivalently the jth nearest BS, where ties are resolved arbitrarily. Hence r i 1 denotes the distance to the closest point (BS) of φ i from the origin.
Each BS of technology i transmits at a fixed power P i . The received power at a UE from any BS is however affected by fading effects and signal attenuation captured in the propagation model, typically through the path-loss exponent. We assume independent fading, i.e. the collection of fading coefficients H i j , which denotes the corresponding value from the jth nearest BS in technology i to the UE, are jointly independent and identically distributed according to some distribution function. We model the propagation path loss through a non-increasing function l i (·) : R + → R + , where i ∈ {1, 2, ..., T }, i.e. the propagation model for each technology is determined by a possibly different attenuation function. Hence, the signal power received at the typical UE from the jth BS of technology i is P i H i j l i (r i j ). For mathematical brevity, we henceforth consider the point process φ i of technology i where each point is marked with an independent mark denoting the fading coefficient between the point (BS) to the origin (UE). We can assume that all the random variables belong to a single probability space denoted by (Ω, F, P) [10] .
B. Information at a UE
Another point at issue in this paper is the tradeoff between the cost of "information" available at UE and the performance gain attained by the association policy making use of that information. For easier presentation of results, e.g. Theorem III.1, the notion of information is encapsulated in a sigmafield F I which is a sub-sigma algebra of the sigma-algebra F on which the marked point processes
, which corresponds to the sigma-field generated by the point process up to distance w from the origin. In other words, the UE can estimate BS locations of different technologies r i j such that r i j ≤ w. However, note that, we use the information sigma algebra F I more generally, which could potentially include fading and shadowing and not just the distances as given in the above example.
C. Association Policies
An association policy governs the decisions on which technology and BS the typical user (who is located at the origin) should associate with. More formally, an association policy π is a measurable mapping, i.e. π : Ω → [1, T ] × N which is F I measurable. As stated before, we assume that all additional random variables needed by the policy π are F I measurable. The interpretation of the policy π being F I measurable is that a typical UE decides to choose a technology and a BS to associate with based only on the information obtainable in the network. It is important to note that while our discussion in this paper mainly revolves around optimal policies denoted by π * , our methodology for the performance evaluation in Section V can be applied for any (suboptimal) policy.
D. Performance Metrics
All performance metrics considered in this work are functions of SINR (Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio) received at the typical UE. The SINR of the signal received at the origin from the jth nearest BS of technology i is:
where N i 0 is the thermal noise power which is a fixed constant for each technology i ∈ {1, 2, ..., T }. In order to encompass a general set of most useful performance metrics in wireless networks, the performance of different association policies are evaluated through non-decreasing functions of the SINR observed at the typical UE. Formally, let p i (·) : R + → R + be a non-decreasing function for each i ∈ {1, 2, ..., T } which represents the metric of interest if the typical UE associates with technology i. Since π takes values in two coordinates [1, T ] × N (Section II-C), we divide them into separate coordinates which are denoted by π(0) ∈ [1, T ] and π(1) ∈ N, respectively corresponding to the technology and BS chosen by the policy. Then the performance of the association policy π when the information at the typical UE is quantified by F I is then given by:
The subscript I refers to the fact that the information present at the typical UE is F I . The performance metric R π I is averaged over all realizations of the BS deployments, fading variables, and any additional random variables used in the policy π.
Two well-known examples of performance metrics used in practice are coverage probability and average achievable rate. Coverage probability corresponds to setting the function p i (x) = 1(x ≥ β i ), which is the chance that the SINR observed at a UE from technology i exceeds a threshold β i . The other common performance metric of interest, average achievable rate, is defined as
where the parameter B i is the bandwidth of technology i. All results on optimal association policy and performance evaluation are stated on the assumption of a general function p i (x).
III. OPTIMAL ASSOCIATION POLICY
The optimal association policy denoted by π * is
where the supremum is over all F I measurable policies. From a practical point of view, the optimal association policy is the one that maximizes the performance of the typical UE among all policies having the same "information". In this setup of optimal association, however, we always assume that the typical UE has knowledge of the densities λ i of the different technologies and the fact that they are independent PPPs although several fundamental results can be easily extended to more general point processes.
Since, we are interested in maximizing an increasing function of the SINR of the typical UE, the optimal association rule is clearly to pick the pair of technology and BS which yields the highest performance conditional on F I . Proposition 1. The optimal association algorithm when the information at the typical UE is given by the filtration F I is such that
where the UE must pick the technology π * I (0) and the π * I (1)-th nearest BS to the origin in φ π * I (0) . The performance of the optimal association is
Since [1, T ] and N are countable sets, the order of the maxima in (4) does not matter. An important point to observe is that the optimal association given in (3) depends on the choice of the performance metric {p i (·)} T i=1 . Hence, the optimal association rule would be potentially different if one was interested in maximizing coverage probability as opposed to maximizing rate-related metrics for instance.
A. Ordering of the Performance of the Optimal Association
In this sub-section, we prove an intuitive theorem (Theorem III.1) stating that "more" information leads to better performance.
where the association rule is the optimal one given in (3) .
This theorem establishes a partial order on the performance of the optimal policy under different information scenarios at the UE for any performance functions
B. Optimal Association in the Absence of Fading Knowledge
The following lemma is quite intuitive and affirms that the optimal strategy for a UE in the absence of fading knowledge is to associate to the nearest BS of the optimal technology. Lemma 1. If the information F I at the typical UE does not contain the fading random variables, then
C. Examples of Information
One common class of information is the "locally estimated information" which a UE may attain through measurements of (i) received long-term receive pilot signals, which can be easily converted into distances of BS, and (ii) instantaneous received signals, from which fading coefficients can be computed. For example, the knowledge of the distances to BSs no farther than w from the UE is quantified through the sigma-algebra
is the sigma algebra generated by the stochastic process φ(B(0, w)). Furthermore, in case the UE is capable of estimating fading information, one can opt for the sigma-field generated by the marked stochastic process φ i (B(0, w)), denoted as F i,H w , where each point (BS) is marked with a fading coefficient between the BS and the UE. Here the superscript H refers to the sigma-field generated by the marked point-process.
In existing networks, the most practical example is the knowledge of the nearest L BSs of each technology, denoted by r L i = [r 1 i , .., r L ], i.e. the L-dimensional vector of the distances. In terms of sigma-algebra, it can be defined as
is the knowledge of the L nearest BS of each technology. One particularly intriguing scenario is complete information about the BS deployments, i.e. L = ∞. Denote by F ∞ the sigmafield for this information scenario and R π * ∞ as the performance obtained by the optimal policy knowing the entire network. Since F ∞ is the maximal element among all sub-sigma algebras of F, it follows from Theorem III.1 that R π * ∞ is the the upper bound of all achievable performances. To strike a balance between the performance of interest and estimation cost at UE, each MVNO can evaluate R π * L to see how much the association policy with L distances stack up against the upper bound R π * ∞ . IV. MAX-RATIO ASSOCIATION POLICY While the parametric framework in Section III paves the way for designing the association policy maximizing various metrics, the optimal schemes encapsulated in (2) and (3) are amenable to tractable analysis only with the knowledge about the underlying PPPs φ i , i.e. their intensities λ i . On the other hand, it is less conventional at the present time, if not unrealistic, to assume that the densities λ i are available at the UE in a real network. More importantly, in certain deployment scenarios, it is highly likely that the BS distribution follows a non-homogeneous point process with density (intensity) varying with the location over the network, thereby invalidating the homogeneous PPP assumption.
From the computational perspective, the optimal association can often demand substantial processing power of the UE particularly when the resulting association tailored for a specified performance metric is not simplified into a tractable closedform expression. In this light, it is desirable to have policies that are completely oblivious to any statistical modeling assumption on the network, i.e. minimalistic policies exploiting universally available information such as distances to BSs, which can be computed from received pilot signal powers in 3G and 4G networks. To address these issues, we propose a max-ratio association policy. This policy has access to the ratio r i 2 /r i 1 information for each technology i, i.e. the information
The max-ratio association is formally described by
This ratio maximization implies that we place a high priority on a technology where simultaneously the distance to the nearest BS r i 1 is smaller and that to the second-nearest BS r i 2 is larger than other technologies. Note also that the above expression can be easily rearranged into the ratio of the received pilot powers of the nearest and second-nearest BSs when the BS transmission powers within each technology is the same. We show in Theorem IV.1 that although this policy per se is a suboptimal heuristic, it is optimal (in the sense of (3)) under a certain limiting regime of the wireless environment. Theorem IV.1. Let the noise powers N i 0 = 0 for all technologies i and the performance function for all technologies p i (·) = p(·) for all i. Consider the family of power-law pathloss functions {l (α) (·)} α>2 where l (α) (x) = x −α . Let k be any integer greater than or equal to 2. If the information at the UE is the k-tuple of the nearest distances of each technology
where π * α is the optimal association as stated in (3). Recall π * α (1) = 1, ∀α from Lemma 1. This theorem states that max-ratio association is optimal in cases where the signal is drastically attenuated (i.e. large pathloss exponents) with distance, e.g., metropolitan or indoor environments where the exponent reach values higher than 4, e.g. α ∈ [4, 7] . It is noteworthy that α at higher frequencies as in LTE networks tends to be higher (See, e.g. [11, Chapter 2.6] and references therein). In addition, another remarkable implication of this theorem is that it suffices for the asymptotic optimality to exploit the reduced information r i 1 /r i 2 per technology in lieu of the given original information, i.e. r i 1 and r i 2 . Also, any supplementary information on distances (or received pilot powers) to the third-nearest or farther BSs is superfluous and does not influence the optimality of the association. In Sections VI, we show that this association brings about surprisingly tractable expressions for key performance indices.
V. FRAMEWORK FOR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In Section III, we compared the performance of the optimal association policy under different information scenarios by establishing a partial order on them without explicitly computing the performance R π . However, in order to quantify its impact on R π without resorting to exhaustive simulations, one is also interested in its explicit expression for a given policy π, which may be an optimal policy as in Section III or a suboptimal one as in Section IV. We demonstrate how to explicitly compute R π in an automatic fashion (in Theorem V.1) for any arbitrary policy π belonging to a large class of polices, called generalized association, which constitutes another part of our contribution.
A. Generalized Association
In the rest of the paper, we restrict our discussion to a class of association policies π that are optimized over information with a special structure F I , incorporating what is conventionally available in cellular networks. That is, in order to answer the question posed in I, we assume that the form of information that a UE has about each technology i is a vector r i ∈ R L . For instance, if the mobile is informed of the smallest two distances of each technology and their instantaneous signal powers, then r i is a 4-dimensional vector with 2 dimensions representing the distances and the other 2 dimensions corresponding to the instantaneous fading powers. That is, we adopt this reduced notation as a surrogate for the sigma-algebra notation in Section III for simplicity of the exposition. Formally, we assume that the association policy π = {π i (·)} T i=1 , according to which a mobile chooses a technology to associate with is given by
where j i , the index of BS of technology i to which the UE associates conditioned on selection of i, i.e. i = i * , and r i is the L-dimensional vector of observation for technology i. It is noteworthy that when the technologies are operated on overlapping bandwidths, the above form of association may be extended to a more general form π
, where each association policy utilizes not only the information regarding technology i but also that about all other technologies. Envisioning this extension is easily justifiable because the desirability of technology i (represented by π i (·)) is affected by the interference inflicted by other technologies. However, we leave it as future work and focus our discuss onto the restricted class of information F I in (6) which covers the most interesting scenarios of non-overlapping bandwidths.
B. Performance Computation of the Generalized Association
For each technology i, we denote by f i (r i ) the probability density function (pdf) of the information vector r i of technology i. For instance, if L = 1 and each mobile has knowledge about the location of the nearest base-station r i 1 , then it follows from the property of a PPP that f i (r i ) = f i (r i 1 ) is the Rayleigh distribution with parameter 1/ √ 2πλ i . As for the max-ratio policy, f i (r i ) = f i ([r i 1 , r i 2 ]) becomes the distribution of the nearest and second-nearest BSs characterized by the underlying PPP of technology i. We also denote by f * i (r) the pdf of the vector r i conditioned on the event that technology i is selected, i.e. i * = i.
Denote by f πi (·) the pdf of π i (r i , λ i ) and by F πi (·) the cumulative density function (cdf) of π i (r i , λ i ). To put it simply, f πi (·) is the cdf of a function π i (·) of the given information r i rather than that of r i itself. For example, in case of the max-ratio policy, f πi (·) is the distribution of r i 2 /r i 1 . To prove the main theorem, we first need to delineate the interplay between the distribution of optimal technology f * i (·), its original distribution f i (·), and the (cumulative) distribution of the association policy F πi (·). We have the following lemma from a direct application of Bayes' rule and independence of the point processes φ i . Lemma 2. The probability density function f * i (r) is given by
The following theorem finally presents a direct method for computing the performance of any generalized association policy π. Recall that the performance of a policy π is given by R π I = E[p i * (SINR i * ,j i * 0 )]. Theorem V.1. The performance of the association algorithm π under information F I denoted by R π I is given by-
)|r] corresponds to the performance obtained by associating to technology i conditioned on the information about technology i the UE has is the vector r.
This theorem states that we need only two expressions, information distribution f i (·) and policy distribution f πi (·), in order to derive the performance metric. As exemplified earlier, while f i (·) is usually a simplistic expression thanks to properties of PPP, mathematical manipulability of f πi (·) highly relies on the complexity of the association policy.
VI. COMPUTATIONAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we leverage the results in Section V to derive several performance metrics in selected practical scenarios where the association policy utilizes information F I restricted to a vector of distances to BSs (r i ) and BS densities (λ i ) as shown in (6) . Note however that one can directly compute the performance (R π I in Theorem V.1) with the probability density function of any association policy (f i (r)) by exploiting Lemma 2. We show that the resulting performance expressions are mathematically tractable and lend themselves to quantifying the performance of large-scale wireless networks.
For the rest of this section, we consider two representative metrics: (i) coverage probability p i (x) = 1(x ≥ β i ) and (ii) average achievable rate where, to simplify the exposition, we assume the bandwidths of different technologies are the same, i.e. p i (x) = p(x) = log 2 (1 + x). However, Theorem V.1 can be used to compute the performance of any arbitrary non-decreasing function p i (·). We also assume that the fading variable H i j is exponential, i.e. Rayleigh fading, with mean μ −1 and the path-loss function l i (r) = r −α for α > 2 for all i ∈ [1, T ]. These assumptions have often been adopted for analysis of wireless systems [11] and espoused in stochastic geometry models [10] , [12] .
Let us denote by c p (j; r, λ, P, β) the coverage probability of a UE at the origin served by the jth nearest BS to the origin where the BSs are spatially distributed as a PPP of intensity λ. Here each BS transmits at power P and we are interested in the probabilistic event that the received SINR exceeds the threshold β. The vector r denotes the vector of distances to BSs, based on which the association decision will be made. More formally,
Likewise, we denote by r(j; r, λ, P ) the expected rate received by a typical UE at the origin when it is being served by the jth nearest BS to the origin where the BSs are distributed as a PPP of intensity λ and transmitting at power level P : r(j; r, λ, P, N 0 ) = E log 2 1 + P H j N 0 + k =j P H k r = t≥0 c p (j; r, λ, P, N 0 , 2 t − 1)dt. (10) Therefore, once we derive an expression for the coverage probability, the average achievable rate expression follows immediately from the calculation of the simple integral in (10) . In the sequel, we first compute technology-wise expressions, (9) and (10) , which are in turn plugged as p i (·) into Theorem V.1 to yield coverage probability metric R cp and average achievable rate metric R r , respectively.
A. Optimal Association Policy
Recall that in the absence of knowledge of fading information, the optimal association policy is to choose technology i * such that:
respectively for coverage probability and average achievable rate. Note also that it follows from Lemma 1 that it is unconditionally optimal to choose the nearest BS for each technology, i.e. j * = 1. Thus our discussion in this section is focused on the choice of technology i.
In this example, we investigate two cases where the UE has knowledge of the distances to the nearest r i 1 or up to the second-nearest BSs [r i 1 , r i 2 ] along with the densities of technologies λ i while being oblivious to the information about fading H i j . In comparison with the standard rule to associate with the nearest BS, this example demonstrates how our proposed framework can be used not only to design an optimal association algorithm maximizing a performance index but also to compute the resulting performance improvements arising from the additional knowledge of distances and densities. The following theorem delineates, among all technologies i ∈ [1, T ], which technology yields the best coverage probability metric. Theorem VI.1. If the UE has the knowledge about r i 1 , for all i ∈ [1, T ], the association rule (11) with the following expression maximizes the coverage probability:
If the UE has the knowledge about r i 1 and r i 2 , for all i ∈ [1, T ], the association rule (11) with the following expression maximizes the coverage probability:
To better understand the practical implications of (13), we can consider the case where the thermal noise and threshold terms are identical, i.e. N i 0 = N 0 and β i = β. Since both the first and second factors in the right-hand side of (13) are decreasing functions with respect to r 1 , the above policy gives preference to smaller r i 1 among all technologies i ∈ [1, T ], which is in line with our intuition.
However, for approximately similar values of r i 1 , it also reveals that the optimal policy tends to choose technology i with lower density λ i because the right-hand side of (13) decreases with λ. The observation is in best agreement with our intuition again because technology i with high density λ i implies that there are more interfering BSs on the average. On the other hand, the standard rule leads to higher chance of association with the technology with large λ i because the nearest BS is more likely to belong to the technologies consisting of higher number of BSs. Thus it can be deduced that in case of heterogeneous BS densities, the standard rule leads to very poor coverage performance because of its tendency to associate with the most populous technology, whereas the above equation reveals the optimality of associating with sparsely populated technology, which sheds light on the complex optimization to be carried out by MVNOs. Likewise, the optimal policy exploiting the additional information of r i 2 exhibits similar tendencies in (14) by preferring a technology i having large r i 2 , i.e. the technology with smallest dominant interfering power.
In order to compute the optimal performance metric R cp resulting from the association rule maximizing the coverage probability, we first need to derive the probability distribution of c p (1; r, λ 
can be simplified into the following expression by using the fact that the nearest distance r of BSs distributed as a PPP is Rayleigh distributed with parameter 1 √ 2πλi . Lemma 3. The CDF F πi (·) is given by
Finally, plugging (15) into (8), we get the following theorem on the coverage probability maximized by the optimal association policy. Corollary 1. The coverage probability resulting from the optimal association exploiting the knowledge of r i 1 is
B. Max-Ratio Association Policy
Recall that in the absence of fading information, the Max-Ratio algorithm described in Section IV is to choose technology such that i * = max i∈ [1,T ] r i 2 /r i 1 with the nearest BS in the chosen technology, i.e. j * = 1. Although we saw in Section VI-A that the density information play a crucial role in performing optimal association, we know from Theorem IV.1 that the simple non-parametric policy of Max-Ratio is optimal in the limit of large path-loss. In this section, we also show that this policy is tractable and yields expressions for key performance metrics (Corollary 2 and 3). The simplistic form of the policy distribution F πi (·) in the following lemma alludes to ensuing tractable results in this section. Lemma 4. The law F πi (·) for the max-ratio algorithm is:
(21) where the function φ is given by
Since the case T = 1 in the above theorem corresponds to the standard rule to associate with the nearest BS in the presence of only one technology, Equations (20) and (21) reduce to much simpler expressions compared to those in the literature, e.g. Sections III-D and IV-C in the work [3] . On the other hand, as T becomes larger, inside integrand in (20), the distribution 2T (T − 1)x 3 (1 − x 2 ) T −2 (additional T cancels out the summation operation) is gradually skewed toward the origin x = 0, around which φ(α, β i , x) approaches 0. It is easy to show that the coverage probability R cp approaches one with higher technology diversity, i.e. T → ∞. Though it is not realistic to envision such a large number of technologies or operators, from which each UE can cherry-pick its optimal BS, this theorem demonstrates how much UEs can potentially benefit from the this diversity pooled by MVNOs.
Contrary to the standard association which tends to pick more populous technologies (i.e. large λ i ), giving rise to higher number of interferers, the max-ratio policy counterbalances this pathological behavior by ensuring that the strongest interferer r i 2 is located relatively further. At the same time, the overall performance of max-ratio algorithm critically relies on large path-loss constant α, whereas with this caveat, Theorem IV.1 states that the algorithm is asymptotically optimal as α → ∞ for any increasing performance function p i (·) = p(·) in the interference-limited regime.
VII. SIMULATIONS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide more insights into our framework and results by performing simulations and noticing their trends. In performing the simulations, we take as performance metrics, the coverage probability with p i (x) = 1(x ≥ β i ) and the average rate with p i (x) = log 2 (1 + x).
A. Diminishing Returns with Increasing Information
We first observe through simulations that the optimal association for any good class of performance metrics (made precise in the sequel) exhibits the law of diminishing returns. The term, diminishing returns, is used in the context where the additional gains or improvements in performance of optimal association reduces as the information increases. Fig. 2 shows that coverage probability with the optimal association exploiting the knowledge of the nearest k BS of each technology. As we move on the x-axis, we are increasing the information known at the UE and observe that the gains saturate drastically. Remarkably, beyond learning the 2 nearest BSs per technology, there is no tangible improvement in the coverage probability. This implies that in practice, it is sufficient for each UE to learn the nearest two BSs per technology which will yield almost all the optimal performance possible with the full information about the topology. We present a simple argument why one would expect to see diminishing returns for any performance metric. Assume we have some "good" performance metric functions
T ] and all j ∈ N. Let {F n } n∈N be a filtration of information F such that i.e. F n ⊆ F n+1 ⊆ F for all n. Denote by F ∞ as the limit of F n , i.e. F ∞ = ∪ n≥1 F n and let R π * n = E[sup j≥1 max i∈ [1,T ] 
] be the performance of the optimal association policy under information F n . Theorem III.1 then gives that the sequence {R π * n } n≥1 is nondecreasing and R π * ∞ < ∞. Any such sequence of bounded and non-decreasing numbers contains a sub-sequence {R π * ni } i such that the gains Δ ni = R π * ni+1 − R π * ni decreases with i. Therefore, the law of diminishing returns property holds.
B. Comparison of Schemes and Technology Diversity
The first two graphs in Fig. 3 compare the coverage probability of various association schemes with path-loss exponent α = 4 for different number of technologies, T = 5 and T = 8. We observe in all graphs that the Max-Ratio association scheme outperforms the optimal association policy under the case when only the nearest BS distances are known. More importantly, the Max-ratio association performs almost as well as the optimal association under the knowledge of nearest 2 BSs per technology for this typical value of pathloss exponent, not to mention that it outperforms the nearest BS association significantly, particularly when the technology diversity is higher, i.e. T = 8.
The rightmost graph in Fig. 3 depicts the average achievable rate for path-loss exponents α ∈ [2.5, 7] , which empirically corroborates the statement of Theorem IV.1 that Max-Ratio is the optimal policy when nearest k ≥ 2 BS per technology are known in the high path-loss regime. Remarkably, Max-Ratio and the optimal association with two nearest BS distances performs almost equally (indistinguishable in the graph) for α ≥ 5. That is, a simple non-parametric policy like the maxratio performs as well as the optimal association policy in which the entire network topology is known (the best possible performance) even in the finite path-loss case. It is also noted that the random BS association, which is the only policy oblivious to technology diversity, results in poor performance in all cases. Thus it is beneficial for MVNOs to leverage the technology diversity in any possible manner by all means. As shown in Fig. 4 , the coverage probability tends to one as T goes to infinity, as discussed in Section VI-B. The performance of Max-Ratio algorithm however reaches one quicker than nearest BS association. This shows that Max-Ratio exploits this diversity better than the conventional scheme to associate to the nearest BS.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we explored the potential to boost the service performance of wireless networks without incurring additional infrastructure cost by capitalizing on a new form of diversity, which can be either several networks operated on orthogonal bandwidths or multiple wireless technologies pooled by some mobile virtual network operators. We proposed a generic stochastic geometry model for designing association policies proactively optimizing desired performance metrics. We also showed that the most important metrics can in turn be evaluated via a generic formula. Combined with another result characterizing the gradual increase of performance with respect to the amount of information, the framework provides a theoretical upper bound on the given metric, which can be used to determine the balance between the cost of estimating information at a mobile and the performance gain. Lastly, we devised a pragmatic association scheme exploiting only two received pilot powers, whose asymptotic optimality is established under a limiting regime of high path-loss. As shown in the simulations, this scheme can serve as an alternative to the standard rules in urban or metropolitan environments with severe signal attenuation which better exploits the new form of diversity.
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